
SECTJRITY INFOMTION

uasi&.4aa

COMPROMISS AND =MIDI, INDICATORS

1. Fixed Text; AERODYNAMIC/CARISAta

a. It will start and end the first eemage. XVimple: " Myxa 	me are
fine grim ". Any deviation from thOi'40. : 	 14ire4 text at erlY one
end of the first message or complete maniStion 	 ' 'control.•

b. It will be used once in the body of the second message and continue
to remain there in subsequent messages until agent is notified by etallenge
teat to shift it to either end of next immediate message snen reeeitt of
challenge. ftansple: "Will reachmnmang in Awe."' Any deviation or emission
indicates control.

c. Case officer ehallenge text to field requesting agent to shift his
fixed text to either end of next message is the word ( AecaTn 	 ). As
mentioned in "b" above, the agent's fixed text will remain in the same position
until challenged to shift is received by agent, the shifting to be either from
the body of message to either end and vice versa. If in Answer to -challenge
field does. not shift" position of fixed text or omits it entirely, control is
indleated.

d. In the event the fixed text be 1;M/4a RIVIEM away and the agent to
required to include it in his first message as diresteas limetiag the 04a0
officer to believe that all is well, the iisilmtion of the fixed text at both
ends of the second, thirs, ete, messages mill indicate control, that is, if
agent tells the controller he is to iaolurethe fixed text at both onto of
each message to indicate no control. In the event controller suspects a 'flirtation
in the use of the fixed text and therefore instructs the agent to oat the fixed
text entirely, 'control will be indicated by the omission ofthe fins& text.

a. If convenient and the occasion arises, the agent may give ewer this
fixed text and rely on the Use of the Cryptographic centrel ihdinetlir to show
control.
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KT SECRET
szaRny INFog410-11oN

NAME CARTHAGE 10 	 20 March '1952

1. Radio Procedural Control *4ignal

On the first contact made, Field will indicate that he
is safe in the following manner:

. A.	 Field will send QTR
(Request for correct time, GMT)

B.	 Base will acknowledge by sending correct time.

2. Radio Procedural Danger Signal

While Field is in contact with Base, he will indicate
that danger is approaching and must immediately close down
station, thus alerting Base to suspect subsequent contacts:

A.	 Field sends QS'', three times if conditions permit,
and closes station.

3. Cryptographic Control

During encipherment of messages, Field will use triple
message indicator instead of double, to indicate he is safe.
Appearance of double message indicator in at least 2 con-
secutive messages indicates control.

4. . Cryptographic Control

Constant digit assigned will be #8.

A. Use as confirmation digt to indicate no control.

B. Field's use ofany number, except his assigned
confirmation digit #8 indicates control.

C. Base will use any digit but #8 as his confirmation
digit, unless he wishes to challenge Field. .

D. Base challenges Field by using confirmation digit
#8 in his outgoing message.

E. On next contact, Field will reply with any number
but his confirmation digit #8 to indicate no control...
Appearance of this #8 in the Field's reply will indicate
possible control.

F. Once Base has challenged Field, he will resume
use of random confirmation digit.
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Sliaarif INFORMATION

4. (Cont.)

G. Once Field, who is not under control, has been
challenged by Base, and has replied, he will resume
use of confirmation digit #8 in subsequent messes.

5. Give Away - Cryptographic

Radio Operator will indicate his danger -signal is the
use of confirmation digit #8, as explained in Para 4.
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1. Fixed Text: AERODYNAMIC/CARTHAGE 12

a. It will start and end the first message. Exemple: " lirads we are tine
Hi:205a ". Any deviation from this, eg. putting fixed text at only one endnt of
the first message or complete ommission indicates control.

b. It will be used once in the body of the second message and continue
to remain there in subsequent messages until agent is notified by challenge
text to shift it to either end of next immediate message upon receipt of
challenge. Example: "Made contact 7.a6a with home." Any deviation or
ommission indicates control.

c. Case Officer challenge text to field requesting agent to shift his
fixed text to either end of next message is the word (fiaTamAgart	 ).
An mentioned in "b" above, the agent's fixed text will raisin in the same
position until challenged to shift is received by agent, the shifting to be
either from the body of message to either end ant vice versa. If in answer
to ehallenge field does not shift position of fixed text or omiti it entirely,
control is indicated.

d. I the event the fixed text healbeen givelIVICr and.the egent.is
relloired to include it in his first Meetwie Iterdiriseted, leedieg the ease
officer to believe that all is well, the AncinSion Or the fitsd.tettst
both ends of the second, 	 messages will indicate control, thSt..18
if the agent tells the controller be is to include the fixed text St.beth:SMis
of each message to indicate no contrel. In the event controller'saMpeths'a-varbrtion
in the use of the fixed text and therefore instructs the agent te'eMitlihe
text entirely, control will be indicated by the omnission Of the fine4:tatt.

e. If convenient and the occasion arises, the agent may give Lew this
fixed tett and 244741r- on the cryptographic control indicator to Shoe'sontrol4
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TOP SAKNET

Harm INFoRmATioN

NAME CARTHAGE 12 	 . 20 March 1952

1.	 Radio Procedural Control Signal

On first contact made with Base Station, the Field will
indicate that he,is safe in the following manner:

A.	 Field will use QSA instead of QRK, to give Base
Signal report. On following contacts qiiK will be used.

2. Radio Procedural Control Signal

Field will never use the following numbers, 21 through
30, as external radio message numbers. Their appearance
indicates control.

3.	 Radio Procedural Danger Signal

While Field is in contact with Base, he will indicate
that danger is approaching and must immediately close down
station, thus alerting Base to suspect subsequent contacts:

A.	 Field sends QTC, three times if conditions permit,
and closes station.

4.	 Cryptographic Control Signal

A. Confirmation digit will consist of a consecutive
series of digits. Its use by Field will indicate no
control.

B. Field's use of a constant digit will indicate control.
Also use of confirmation digit as explained in document,
indicates control.

5.	 Cryptographic Give Away

A.	 If under control, Field will give information that
he is to use a constant digit to indicate no control.
Its appearance therefore, will indicate control.

- 
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SECURITY INFORMATION

MGAL-422

SECRET
COMPROMISE AND CON120L INDICATORS

1. Fixed Text: AERODYNAMIC/CAM:HAZE 13

a. It will start and end the first message. Example: " lOpose, we are
fine Keposa •" Any deviation from this, eg. pptting fixed text at only one
end of the first message or complete omission indicates control.

in It will be used once in the body of the second message and centime
to remain there in subsequent messages until agent is notified by challenge text
to shift it to either end of next message upon receipt of challenge: tteMple:
"Cannot come EtepoBa	 west now:" Any deviation or ommission indidates control.

c. Case officer challenge text to field requesting -agent to shift his
fixed text to ether end of next message ie the word ( Amailucww.	 )0
As mentioned in "b" sbove, the agent's fixed text will remain in the same
position until Challenged to shift is received by igent, the shifting to be
either from 'the body of message to either end and vice versa. If in *newer to
challenge field does not shift position of fixed text or omits it entirely,
control is indicated.

d. In the event the fixed text has beeniciven-exv and the agent-ii
ievired to include it in his first message as directed, leading the ime
officer to believe that all iSwell, the Inclusion Of the fixed text it both
ends of the second, thirii, etc. messages will indicate control, that is, if
agents tells the controller he is to include the fired test' at both ends of
each message to indicate no control. In the event Controller suspects a
variation in the use of the fixed text and therefore instructs the agent
to omit the fixed text entirely, control will be indicated by,the,ommission
of the fixed text.

e. If convenient and the occasion arises, the agent may4iie ay this
fixed text and rely on the use of,theiryptographic controrladicatOr to shout
contra,.
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TOP SECRET

SUJORITIL INFOUiNli

NAME,	 CARTHAGE 13 20 March 1952

1. Radio Procedural Control Signal

On the first contact made, Field will indicate that he
is safe in the following manner:

A.	 The external message number should be the date in
which the contact is being made.

2. Radio Procedural Danger Signal

While Field is in contact with Base, he will indicate
that danger is approaching and must immediately close down
station, thus alerting Base to suspect subsequent contacts:

A.	 Field sends cm, three times if conditions permit,
and closes station.

3. Cryptographic Control

During encipherment of messages, Field will always use
the word SECRET buried in his message and separated by periods,
unless under control. If it is not used it will indicate con-
trol. Base enciphers messages normally.

4. Cryptographic Control

Constant digit assigned will be #9.

A. Use as confirmation digit to indicate no control.

B. Field's use of any number, except his assigned
confirmation digit #9 indicates control.

C. Base will use any digit but #9 as his confirmation
digit, unless he wishes to challenge Field.

D. Base challenges Field by using Confirmation digit
#9 in his outgoing message.

E. On 'next contact, Field will reply with any number
but his confirmation digit #9 to indicate no control.
Appearance of this #9 in the Field's reply will indicate
possible control.

F. Once Base has challenged Field, he will resume
use of random confirmation digit.
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4. (Cont.)

G. Once Field, who is not under control, has been
challenged by Base, and has replied, he will rewme
Use of confirmation digit #9 in subsequent messages.

5. Give Away - Cryptographic

Radio Operator will indicate his danger signal is the
use of confirmation digit #9, as explained in Para 4.
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